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                                    Nintex Introduces AI-Powered Automation Capabilities to Improve Organizational Efficiency
New AI-powered build and translation tools uplevel your productivity, efficiency, and performance.


Read More Here
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fbartoszRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Nintex automation cloud - Rename the file that was uploaded at the starting form to one of the variables from starting form and save the file to SharePoint


Hi all , can you please help me out.At the start event form, I set the file upload, this file will always have a different name (depending on the user) I wonder if there is a way to rename it to one of the variables and save it on the SharePoint folder. 
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fbartoszRookie
 Nintex Automation

Rename the uploaded file from the starting form to one of the variables and save it to SharePoint


Hi all, can you please help me sort out my issue, I have been looking everywhere and I can't find a solution.At the start event form, I set the file upload, this file will always have a different name (depending on the user) I wonder if there is a way to rename it to one of the variables and save it on the SharePoint folder.
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guru2000Rookie
 Nintex for SharePoint

How to view attachments in Nintex forms


I am in SharePoint 2016 on premise. Created a Nintex form on a List. This list goes through an approval process using a workflow.Users can initially attach documents to a list item (draft mode). But when the approval process starts, I only want the user to view the attachment(s) and don't want them to have the ability to add/remove them.The “attachment” control that Nintex provides has its limitation. If I hide it, the user cannot view the attachments. In other words, hiding the attachment removes “Add/Remove” functionality and at the same time hides the attachment, as well.How do I only allow the user to view the attachment.Any help will be appreciated. Regards, Mayank Shyam 
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CodiKajiNintex Employee
 News

Migration of Nintex K2 Cloud Status PageNews
In our ongoing efforts to enhance service delivery and integrate K2 products into Nintex systems, we are migrating our K2 Cloud status page from its current location at http://status.onk2.com/ to the Nintex product status page at https://nintex.status.io/.Key changes to note:New Status Page URL: You can access the new K2 Cloud status information at https://nintex.status.io/. Please update your bookmarks accordingly.	RSS Feed Subscription: If you have subscribed to the RSS Feed on http://status.onk2.com/, be sure to subscribe to the RSS Feed on https://nintex.status.io/ to stay informed about outages and maintenance periods for the K2 Cloud product.	Customized Notifications: Upon subscribing to the RSS Feed on https://nintex.status.io/, you will have the option to limit notifications to the K2 Cloud product only or opt-in to receive notifications for any or all products within the Nintex product suite.We plan to run the two status pages in parallel through May 2024 to ensure a smooth tr
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DFuentesNintex Employee
 eSign

User unable to launch/load Nintex eSign portalKnowledge Base
TopicThe following instructions provide a workaround for when a user is unable to launch or load the Nintex eSign portal. Instructions In Chrome, open chrome://settings/languages	Click Add languages.	Select English (United States). If English (United States) is already on the list of languages, please skip this step.	Click the three-dot menu at the end of the English (United States) section and select Move to the top.	Refresh the eSign portal.
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entaryNintex Employee
 RPA

Sequelize Connection Error: Set MSSQL_ENCRYPT to TrueKnowledge Base
TopicUse the following instructions to resolve SequelizeConnectionError in SEQ during RPA server installation. InstructionsDuring RPA server installation, there are times you may encounter the following error:Sequelize Connection Error (Server requires encryption, set ‘encrypt’ config to true)as shown below:To resolve this error, in the config.prod.properties.json file, the MSSQL_ENCRYPT line should be set to true, as shown below:For the changes to be applied, you must run the configureAll.ps1 script. This can be done with the following PowerShell command from the folder:configureAll.ps1 -h “&lt;InstalledDrive&gt;:\Nintex”If you encounter issues with the Powershell script not running, for example, server execution policies that cannot be overridden or the Powershell windows closing on its own when running configureAll.ps1, please see below: CausePowerShell restrictions at the GP level or organization level could cause this.Solution	Use StopAll.bat with administrator privileges to stop 
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Dmitry ShurNintex Employee
 RPA

Enable Login & Admin Events Audit Trail in AerobaseKnowledge Base
TopicThis article explains how to enable an audit trail for login events to Console, Studio, Robot, Admin, and changes made in Aerobase.Instructions	Login to Kryon User Management (Aerobase) console using authadmin.			Click on Events from the left tree:	 	 			Click on the Config tab.			Under Login Events Settings, set Save Events to ON. You should see a list appearing under Saved Types.	 	 			Scroll down and locate Admin Events Settings. Set Save Events to ON.	 	 			Click Save at the bottom of the page.			Under the Save Events section, you should see a list of Saved Types. Locate CLIENT_LOGIN and CLIENT_LOGIN_ERROR and remove them from the list. An Audit trail can now be seen in the Login Events and Admin Events tab whenever in-scope activities are performed.	 
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SpaK2UserRookie
 Nintex Automation

Using Java Script in a K2 View to add comments


Has anyone done anything similar to this before? Creating Item view user experience using List view in K2 – Maverick (wordpress.com)Struggling to get the Java script to generate the XML in the data label  
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cwellsNovice
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Nintex Automation Cloud - Applying Page Break for Printing Form Using Custom CSS


I have a ~20 page document that has variable content that I’m pulling from SQL server to populate data points throughout the document. I would like to use NAC to allow the user to select a location and then have it auto-populate all the dynamic content (this is all doable). The problem I’m running into is trying to set the document for printing. By default, even if you add pages to an NAC form, it just puts page breaks wherever they are needed rather than allowing me to define where I want those page breaks. I tried creating custom CSS using “page-break-after: always;” but calling the style does not accomplish the goal. I also tried putting the style directly into the HTML but it strips it out whenever I click off the HTML form and it goes back to the WYSIWIG so it does not stay.  I checked out the CSS Guidelines and I don’t see a way to do what I’m trying to do. Also, all the other posts out there don’t apply to NAC so I won’t bother posting them here as resources.  Thanks in advance 
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john_armstrongNintex Employee
 News

Estimation Calculator & Proposal Creation with Nintex Automation CloudBlog
Hello everyone!I am writing today about a use case that has come up a few times recently and how Nintex can help solve it.At a high level, the use case involves a pricing estimation calculator and the front end, resulting in a proposal or estimate document created and sent to a customer. The specific scenarios I've been working with have involved field service workers; however, this is not limited to that audience.Without Nintex, this would involve a lot of pen and paper, quick napkin math, and complex Excel sheets. Alternatively, the companies I've been working with involve their estimation experts, and their turnaround time is much longer than their customers are willing to wait. With Nintex Automation Cloud, any field service worker can fill out some simple fields and get a quick estimate from the customer while they are still on site.As I mentioned, the ideas presented here can also be applied in other types of use cases. Nintex Automation Cloud allows for extreme flexibility in wh
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 Nintex Automation Cloud

Nintex automation cloud - Rename the file that was uploaded at the starting form to one of the variables from starting form and save the file to SharePoint


Hi all , can you please help me out.At the start event form, I set the file upload, this file will always have a different name (depending on the user) I wonder if there is a way to rename it to one of the variables and save it on the SharePoint folder. 
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 Nintex for SharePoint

How to view attachments in Nintex forms


I am in SharePoint 2016 on premise. Created a Nintex form on a List. This list goes through an approval process using a workflow.Users can initially attach documents to a list item (draft mode). But when the approval process starts, I only want the user to view the attachment(s) and don't want them to have the ability to add/remove them.The “attachment” control that Nintex provides has its limitation. If I hide it, the user cannot view the attachments. In other words, hiding the attachment removes “Add/Remove” functionality and at the same time hides the attachment, as well.How do I only allow the user to view the attachment.Any help will be appreciated. Regards, Mayank Shyam 
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Nintex Automation Cloud - Applying Page Break for Printing Form Using Custom CSS


I have a ~20 page document that has variable content that I’m pulling from SQL server to populate data points throughout the document. I would like to use NAC to allow the user to select a location and then have it auto-populate all the dynamic content (this is all doable). The problem I’m running into is trying to set the document for printing. By default, even if you add pages to an NAC form, it just puts page breaks wherever they are needed rather than allowing me to define where I want those page breaks. I tried creating custom CSS using “page-break-after: always;” but calling the style does not accomplish the goal. I also tried putting the style directly into the HTML but it strips it out whenever I click off the HTML form and it goes back to the WYSIWIG so it does not stay.  I checked out the CSS Guidelines and I don’t see a way to do what I’m trying to do. Also, all the other posts out there don’t apply to NAC so I won’t bother posting them here as resources.  Thanks in advance 
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Mai Omar DesoukiNintex Employee
 Nintex Automation Cloud

AI Assistant: Error request failed with status 401


Dear community, I’m trying to use the AI Assistant plugin in NAC. However, I am getting “Error request failed with status 401 Is there a step-by-step article on how to use this plugin? Regards,Mai Omar Desouki
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Sharpharp1Scout
 K2 blackpearl

Power Automate to start a K2 Workflow


When using the K2 Start Workflow Connector from Power Automate, I add the Workflow ID, but then get this error:Failed to retrieve dynamic inputs. Error details: 'The dynamic operation request to API 'k2workflow' operation 'GetWorkflowSchema' failed with status code 'TemporaryRedirect'. This may indicate invalid input parameters. Error response: { "error": { "code": 307, "source": "europe-001.azure-apim.net", "clientRequestId": "xxxxxxx-xxxx-4xxx-xzxxx-xxxxxx", "message": "The response is not in a JSON format.", "innerError": "Cannot read server response." } }' I just want to see if we can start a K2 Workflow from Power Automate.Any ideas on how to fix this? Thanks
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julesnyeRookie
 Nintex for Office 365

Workflow only updating the current item


I have a workflow which is supposed to update 3 fields per item and for the the whole list but seems to just update the Current item. the query list action is on all list items and is essentailly building a collection:I then use a ForEach so cycle through the collection and updating as it goes:is there something I’ve missed ?Regards
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TannicRookie
 Nintex for SharePoint

How can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task


Hello,I am currently trying out 'Nintex Forms for SharePoint 2019'. I have designed a workflow where if it requires approval from user A, during the 'pending task' period, the Admin user can modify the approver. This can be achieved using 'Delegate task', but how can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task, or does Nintex provide additional APIs to perform the 'Delegate task' action?
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wejdanRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Table Viewer plugin


Hello,why I’m getting an error while I use the Nintex plugin for the table mentioned in the link below.https://gallery.nintex.com/t/tablevieweralso how I can use the second step in section 2 Displaying table from Data source variable (DSV) :I already created a connection and upload the extension and made a data variable and it is appearing now in the workflow desginerHow I can print a table of collection from API
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afonsoRookie
 Nintex for SharePoint

Tasks get stuck (status not started / outcome pending)


good afternoon, many of our tasks get stuck, the person approves but the task is not started / pending instead of being completed / approved. however inside the task the outcome is approved. because of this happening the workflow does not advance to the next branch. and we don't know when this happens, because the task is not in error, we only know when this happens when we enter the task.does anyone know how to solve this problem? any tips? thank you all   
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Nintex Automation Cloud
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Nintex Automation Cumulative Updates and Fix Packs
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Upgrade Nintex for SharePoint to Nintex Automation Cloud
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Content CornerVisit Content Corner to get updates, ask questions, and give feedback about Nintex Community, Nintex How-To Center, and Nintex University content.










	Welcome!
	For the best Community experience, remember to Login.
	Click here to get started.
	View our Community Guidelines.
	Remember to mark the best answer when asking a question.
	Like our content? Give it a rating!

Go to:
	Nintex Service Status
	Nintex Ideas:
Submit and vote on ideas across the Nintex Process Platform.

Looking for assistance with implementation and execution?

			Let our expert professional services team help you get started and achieve success with our solutions through a range of onboarding and adoption services. Email us to find out more.
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News and Guidelines
View the latest Community News and Product updates.

  
Forums
Ask questions, find solutions, share knowledge.

  
Modernization
Here to assist you modernize and upgrade your Nintex Processes.

  
How-To Center
View short-form how-to articles and videos.

  
Technical Articles
Review articles related to designing and deploying Nintex automation solutions.

  
Best Practices
See articles for Nintex automation solution best practices.






                                

            

                                            
                
                                    Need more help?
  
Nintex University
Learn how to manage, automate, and optimize any business process with Nintex.

  
Nintex Customer Central
Contact our support team and we'll be happy to help you get up and running!

  
Nintex Help Center
Find quick start guides, help documentation, and software development kits.

  
Cumulative Updates & Fix Packs
All Nintex Automation and K2 blackpearl Cumulative Updates and Fix Packs.
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Need help finding content?
We've got you covered if you're looking for help with Nintex Community. Just click on the buttons below, and you can view the site map or contact one of our friendly Nintex Community Managers. We're here to make things easy for you!


View the Site MapContact us
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